
total surveys 186

1 Sycamore Building, move Preschool to the main campus making them an integral part of the church 145 78%

2 Chapel, move CAYA to the main campus making this service an integral part of the church 107 58%

3 Tot Lot (current Preschool playground), move playground to front lawn between Magnolias 119 64%

4

North Parking Lot – Partial Sale, retaining approx. 48 spaces of 138 spaces currently in the North Parking Lot overflow 

parking would go to the parking deck across Candler St. 43 23%

5 North Parking Lot – Full Sale, the parking deck across Candler St. would be sole parking for church 11 6%

count %

6

Don’t Sell North Parking Lot, retain all 138 spaces currently on North Parking Lot.  Could potentially lease some of the 

spaces to DMC/Emory to generate some revenue 106 57%

7

Don’t Sell Chapel, this comes with the commitment of Historic Preservation Plan and funding all capital projects with a loan 

specific to the Chapel 68 37%

count %

8

Fellowship Hall Classroom Conversion, the addition of 6 classrooms and storage space, the move of the current kitchen to a 

new location 100 54%

9

Creation of Gathering Space on the first floor, this part of the Fellowship Hall Classroom Conversion, but could be done 

separately with fewer or no classroom additions 66 35%

10

CMO Classrooms to Preschool Conversion – First Floor, this creates additional classrooms by splitting nursery & Gathering 

Room into two rooms 91 49%

11

Gym Fellowship Hall Renovation, moves Fellowship Hall to Gym, will limit the use of space as a gym, but could have some 

functionality such as half-court basketball court (potentially), renovations to the current gym to accommodate HVAC, new 

Kitchen, and updated bathrooms 80 43%

12 Church Office Renovation – Second Floor, this would create a large reception area for West Entry (Candler St. entrance) 68 37%

13

West Entry Exterior Renovation (Candler St. entrance), this will update the entrance and create an exterior gathering space 

for the church and community where current parking is located at that entrance 55 30%

14

New Building, the creation of a new building located where the East Parking Lot (parking closest to church in the back).  

This would house a new Fellowship Hall, new Kitchen, the potential for additional classrooms and new youth space. Full 

design of the building will come in a later phase. 76 41%

Questions about financial support:  yes - # yes - % no-# no- %

1 Are you willing to support changes with increased giving? 120 65% 45 24%

2 Are you willing to contribute to a capital campaign to support changes? 128 69% 37 20%

Improvements

*note: 28 people responded with do nothing, here are some reasons people choose to do nothing. They do not want to make any changes, others noted change might be necessary but 

they were not sure what those changes should be, some said they did not have enough information to make a decision and other stated that the history of the church was too important 

to make changes.
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